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ABSTRACT
The noise in color images which is referred to as
chromatic noise represents a distribution within three spectral
bands and contributes to chromatic and achromatic visual effects.
The chromatic noise depends very strongly on the spatial
frequency response of the visual system. Therefore, this study
characterizes the variation in perceived chromatic noise level
and generates the noise field to add to the color image samples.
From these degraded images, we found that noise in low spatial
frequencies is much more disturbing than in the medium and high
spatial frequency regions. The perceived quality scales of the
modulated chromatic noise images were compared to the subjective
quality factor (S.Q.F.) scales. By using category analysis, this
quality scale yields the S.Q.F. rating, and determines the
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I. INTRODUCTION
The questions of how to characterize image quality and
what constitute optimum visual quality are common to many
applications. This study is concerned with characterizing
perceived quality of images with noise and developing a
technology-independent method for predicting image quality. The
principal source of noise will be regarded as the random noise of
the system.
In the study of color image quality, the most important
factor is the luminance effect. The noise of color images is a
distribution in three spectral bands: red, green, and blue. By
varying the noise level, the effective noise in these frequency
regions will contribute to chromatic and achromatic visual
effects. The report investigates the image quality for added
noise as a function of spatial frequency.
This study will show that the visual effect of the noise
exhibits a very powerful dependence on the spatial frequency. If
one is to relate subjective and objective quality in absolute
terms, it is necessary to account for the various functional
properties of the human visual system. The visual system is known
to be complex in its behavior, for example, it often appears to
have non-linear response to complex stimulus patterns, (e.g. the
1
various brightness illusions1 and the receptive field
characteristics2). Thus a visual model for image quality
perception must accomodate a linear objective relationship with a
nonlinear subjective relationship.
An image quality merit function (Subjective Quality
Factor) has been proposed as an objective figure of merit which
can be easily calculated and directly measured in practice and
which will correlate with subjective rank3.
The results have shown that the image quality merit
function is able to predict image guality within normal reader
error and is linearly correlated with the measured data. In this
study, we used the SQF to define the quality of the images and
demonstrated a correlation of 96% with the measured data.
The visual efficiency for noise perception exhibits a
linear objective relationship in this study. The variation of the
perceived color image in different noise levels were correlated
with the subject's perception of image guality.
-2
II. BACKGROUND STUDIES
1 . LITERATURE REVIEW
A. The MacAdam-Friele Study
- In 1942, MacAdam
published results of experiments in which a single observer made
25,000 observations of color differences from 25 selected points
in the x-y chromaticity diagram4. These experiments were carried
out by having observers view a pair of visual fields to determine






shift in each direction in the x-y diagram that would produce a
just-noticeable, or threshold, color difference. Because of the
dependence of such experiments on the level of illumination and
adaptation of the eye, MacAdam surrounded the test fields with a
neutral gray field to stimulate the object mode without dis
tracting from the visual task.
The results of his experiments show that the eye can
discriminate between small changes in x-y coordinates in the
violet region, while the eye is least sensitive to chromaticity






vision to provide direction for the opponent-colors scale he was
-3
seeking. He used MacAdam 's data on equally perceptible intervals
to guide the selection of tristimulus response functions. Friele
followed the Muller theory in proposing that the
lightness-
response function L is the sum of red-receptor and green-receptor
signals (R+G) . The redness-greenness response function A results
is the difference between the same two signals (R-G) . The
yellowness-blueness response function B is the difference between
the blue-receptor signal and the red-plus- green average :
R+G
Z B ] .
B . Implication of the MacAdam Data - The threshold
ellipsoids of MacAdam are transformed to a coordinate system of
fundamental primaries. The thresholds of color discrimination can
ft
be described as a
Weber-Fechnerian
differential sensitivity in
the fundamental process, i.e. equal stimulus ratios are predicted
to elicit equal sensory differences. This is combined with one
summation process (lightness) and two chromatic processes
(red-green, yellow-blue) .
When a small signal is combined with a large signal, the
threshold of the small signal is enhanced to overcome the
"noise"
of the larger. If a small signal from one receptor is combined
with a large signal from another receptor, the effective
threshold for the first receptor is limited by the
"noise"
of the
second. The brightness of the surrounding field also limits the
thresholds .
-4-
The problems of visual adaption of the eye and the spatial
frequency suggested a further study which varys the brightness
(amplitude of the noise) of the subject to produce a new color
perception formed by the three spectral bands. Also, the
variations of the noise amplitude can be related to the human
color vision perception. Therefore, the relationship of spatial
frequency and image quality will also be examined in this study.
C. MTF of Achromaticity and Chromaticity
-
Many
studies in the field of image quality definition have noticed
that a perceptible difference in image quality can be obtained by
changing the scale of either the point spread function or the
modulation transfer. This tells us that image quality is related
to logarithmic spatial frequency weighting of the system optical
transfer function (OTF) . Specifically, image quality correlates
with the area under the system OTF when displayed on a log
spatial frequency scale.
The quality of a visual image is related to the scale of
the image on the retina. The human visual system has a modulation
transfer function (MTF) with broad peak response at 6 cycles per
degree (cpd) . The eye response can be correlated with quality
rank and computed rank if the
"true"
eye MTF is used in the
calculation of quality rank. In fact, computations that use only
the one-dimensional MTF have proven quite successful in
predicting quality
rank for two-dimensional image structure.
These successes suggest that the one-dimensional treatment
-5
includes the proper weighting function to describe the
two-
dimensional visual properties of the image.
The visual system requires three mechanisms, the so-called
A, T and D mechanisms9. Each of these mechanisms has its own
spatial frequency response. The so-called
"A"
or achromatic




mechanism and assumed to be the same as the
brightness mechanism. The chromatic mechanism of the
"T"
or
tritanopic mechanism mediates the perception of redness and
greenness in a color image. The
"D"
or deuteranopic mechanism
mediates blueness and yellowness perceptions. The perception of
the image is assumed to involve the sum of these three
mechanisms. Therefore, the quality of the image should be
directly related to the spectral and spatial bandwidths of the
mechanisms. Figure 2.1 shows the MTF of visual achromaticity
(luminance) and chromaticity.
-6-





Figure 2 . 1 MTF OF VISUAL ACHROMATICITY AND CHROMATICITY
2. VISUAL SYSTEM
Studies of the modulation transfer characteristics of the
visual system show that the visual system's response to luminous
sine-waves defines a visual system modulation transfer function
(MTF)10
which has a very broad peak with maximum response at 6
cycles per degree (cpd) . A typically observed MTF is shown in
Figure 2.2 Measurements down to very low spatial frequencies
show that the MTF continues to decrease in linear fashion. From
the measurement of the visual system's response to the modulus of
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Figure 2.2 MTF OF HUMAN OBSERVER
Studies13
of the visual field demonstrate a linear
organization of inhibitory and excitatory regions of the field.
The response of the elementary
visual fields is turned to respond
-8-
to lines of a given orientation that traverse a given locality on
the retina. The action of the visual fields suggests that the
visual information is collected in one dimension by the spatial
differencing mechanism.
Cornsweet performed a Fourier analysis of a bar of light
and calculated its hypothetical appearance after processing by
the measured system MTF. The results of his analysis are shown in
Figure 2.3. Note the large difference between the calculated
appearance (Figure 2.3b) and the appearance of a bar as perceived
















Figure 2.3 PERDICTED VERSUS OBSERVED
BRIGHTNESS DISTRIBUTION
The difference between the
predicted and the actual
9-
perception of the object indicates that higher-order processes in
the brain are performing something analogous to an integration of
the differential spatial information derived from the early
visual processing stage. Without the
"integration"
process, the
observer would report the bar as calculated by Cornsweet (Figure
2.3b) .
From these studies, we can assume that the spatial action
of the visual system can be modeled in two stages; the first is
spatially differential and orientation selective. This stage is
followed by an integrative process which sums the contributions
of the differential stages to produce the visual field. The
second stage is assumed to be non-directional in nature. This
model of visual system is called subjective quality factor.
To model the color vision system, we need to consider the
spectral response of the system. Color vision requires at least
three mechanisms . Experience with color television indicates that
the luminance (black-and-white) component of color vision is most
important in maintaining picture quality and that two chromatic
components play a much smaller role. In these studies of color
image quality, we found that the luminance component was the only
significant contributor to image quality except for some cases
with extreme chromatic aberration. Therefore, for a color image
which is good color balance only the luminance mechanism











Figure 2 . 4 SPECTRAL LUMINOUS EFFICIENCY FOR
NORMAL OBSERVERS
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3. IMAGE QUALITY AND S.Q.F.
Images are produced for viewing by humans or for inter





whether an immediate active response to the image is expected.
Computer vision applications always have the character of
performance situations. Image in graphic arts technology are
viewed for information and pleasure in a non- performance manner.
Because image quality is instrumental in determining the
magnitude of information which can be extracted from an image as
well as image outlook. It important in both types of viewing
situtions .
From the standpoint of research, image quality consitutes
a research area of its own. This is because the problems of image
quality in different applications have many common features. The
topics of study in the area of quality can be roughly divided to
three categories:
- image quality components and measurement of quality,
relationships between process physics, chemistry, process
parameters or image processing algorithms and image
quality and
- relationships between human visual performance and image
quality .
12
Our prime interest in this study is the specification of
color image quality; therefore we will use the Subjective Quality
Factor (S.Q.F.) to define image quality. SQF was introduced by
Granger and Cupery17, and incorporates a weighting function to
simulate the visual process outlined in the last section. The
integration performed by the higher process is simulated by
weighting the visual system MTF by a 1/f factor where f is the
spatial frequency. Application of this factor in the frequency
domain is equivalent to performing an integration in the spatial
domain. The weight factor can be converted to a convenient form
by noting, that;
df
d ( In f ) = .
Thus, a logarithmic spatial frequency weight function also
simulates the assumed spatial integration. The image quality
merit function can be obtained for a two-dimensional optical
system OTF by describing the system OTF in polar coordinates and
performing the following integration to simulate the assumed
action of the visual system:
SQF = K J | |T (lnf,6) I I T e (Inf) ! d9 d(lnf) ,
In a 0
where % (ln f, 8 ) is the
system OTF expressed in polar
coordinates and log-spatial-frequency coordinates. T (In f) is
the one-dimensional visual system MTF, is the azimuth angle, and
13
f is the spatial frequency in cycles per degree. The normalizing
constant K is the inverse of the above equation with the system
OTF set to unity. The lower limit of spatial frequency in the
integration, a, is chosen as the limit of the range of image
quality to be considered.
Since spatial frequency is expressed in cycles per degree
of visual angle, this form of the integral takes into account the
scale of the image on the retina. Therefore, by definition, SQF
includes the system magnification . The eye response, T (f ) , has
c
a broad bandpass structure in the spatial frequency domain as
illustrated in Figure 2.2. This response can be approximated by a
retangular spatial frequency response between the limits of
3 cpd and 12 cpd. This approximation eliminates the one-
dimensional visual system MTF and allows this simplification:
In 12 2 71
SQF = K J J I I (lnf.9 ) I d8 d(lnf) .
In3 0
The SQF merit function can be extended to color images by
using a spectral weight
which includes the spectral response of
the visual system and that of the transparancy or print material.
Therefore, the image quality of
an optical system is given by:
In 12 2n 700
SQF =
kJ J J I T(Inf,9,X) Sxvxdx I d6 d(lnf)
In 3 0 400
where T (In f, 8, X) is the




is the sPectral transmittance or reflectance of a neutral
(white) reproduced in the print or transparency, and V. is the
spectral luminosity response of the visual system. The wavelength
X is measured in nanometers and the spatial frequency f in cycles
per degree .
One convenience offered by this equation is that the given
value of SQF is easily evaluated graphically. The eye response
has a broad bandpass structure in the spatial frequency domain as
illustrated in Figure 2.2. This response can be approximated by a
rectangular spatial frequency response between the limits of 3
cpd and 12 cpd. The SQF merit function can be extended to color
images by using a spectral weight which includes the spectral
response of the visual system and that of the transparency or
print material. The given value of the SQF is easily evaluated
graphically. The quality rank is simply the area under the MTF
between the two spatial frequency limits as shown in Figure 2.5.
S.Q.F. was defined to duplicate the operation of the human
visual system as shown in Figure 2.5, which shows that human are
able to utilize only a small band of spatial frequencies. The
position of the SQF passband on the linear spatial frequency axis
can be readily located in the following manner. A viewing
distance of 34 cm will define unit magnification. This viewing
condition places the center of the SQF passband conveniently at a
spatial frequency of 1 cycle per
mm at the image plane. Using
this condition, the location
of the center passband in cycles per
15-




<> 34 CM VIEWING
DISTANCE
3 6 12
Spatial Frequency - cycles/mm
Figure 2.5 SUBJECTIVE QUALITY FACTOR PASSBAND
Therefore, at a normal viewing distance of 34 cm, this region of
sharp visual response corresponds to a spatial frequency region
of 0.5 to 2.0 lines per mm. We have found that we can predict
with excellent accuracy the quality name response of a human
observer to the information available in this spatial frequency
region.
Figure 2.6 illustrates another advantage of the log
frequency weighting. Two separate S.Q.F. regions (Ml and M2) are
shown. These represent the change in visual response to a given
image as a function of magnification. Greater magnification
pushes the passband to higher spatial frequencies. Two systems
can also be evaluated at a variety of magnifications by
converting the

























Figure 2.6 MAGNIFICATION COMPARISON
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4 .PSYCHOPHYSICAL EVALUATION METHOD
In studies of color reproduction, it is usually desirable
to scale the
"quality"
of images to predict the subjective effect
of variations in the physical parameters of the reproduction
system. In this study, observers are required to indicate their
relative preferences for the individual members of a group of
dissimilar color images.
When the number of stimuli are fixed and their
characteristics are invariant, there are a number of tasks that
observers may perform to derive the data from which a quality
scale may be constructed. Instructions for performing such tasks
are :
1) Rate each stimulus on a scale of n equal steps.
2) Sort the stimuli into n piles or groups so that the
intervals between the piles are subjectively equal.
3) Given that stimulus A has a value of R units, report
the value of stimulus B.
These tasks are quantitative judgement methods; that is,
the unit of measurement is obtained directly from quantitative
judgements of stimuli with respect to the attribute. The task set
for the observer always requires more than the ability to
differentiate stimuli on the basis of their order.
18
There are a number of methods to perform the multiple
presentation for quantitative- judgement tasks. The method used
for this study recognizes as successive categories or categorical
judgment. The scheme requires an observer to make an absolute or
direct estimate of the magnitude of quality differences among
stimuli and to classify each stimulus in one of several
categories having equal incremental differences.
The underlying rationale for this method has been
described by
Torgerson18
and involves treating the category
boundaries as if they exhibited the dispersion characteristics
associated with stimulus order in comparative judgment.
The Law of Categorical
Judgment19
assumes that the
response continuum may be divided into a specified number of
ordered categories or steps. Owing to various factors, a given
category boundary is not always located at a particular point,
but rather over a range of position described by an associated
normal distribution. The observer then classifies a given
stimulus below a given category boundary whenever the value of
the stimulus on the response continuum is less than that of the
category boundary. Essentially, this amounts to assuming that the
boundaries between adjacent categories behave like stimuli, and
it is possible by alternative data-reduction techniques to scale
either on the basis of the category limits or on the central
tendencies of them categories.
19-
Procedures directly analogous to those used in deriving
the Law of Comparative judgement lead to a formal expression of






















= the correlation between position of stimulus j and
category boundary g ;
Zjg
= the standard normal deviate corresponding to the
proportion of times that stimulus j is sorted
below boundary g.
In this study, we make simplifying assumptions that the
covariance between stimuli is constant and that the variance of
the distribution of discriminal difference is constant20. This








where K is a constant. It is, then, to derive an interval scale
of subjective quality by this method.
20
The categorical judgement provides a psychophysical method
for evaluating color images that is most economical of equipment,
experimental labor, and observer skill. In other words, the
psychophysical method for evaluating the quality of
color images
is maximally economical, precise, and accurate.
-21
5. COLORED NOISE
A . Image Signal - A two-dimensional chromatic image can
be defined in terms of the image signal S which represents it. S
is a function of wavelength and spatial coordinates. This is to
say that image signal can be written as follows:
image signal = S [ >, , x, y ] ,
where X is the spectral luminance from 400 to 700 nanometers and
x and y are spatial coordinates.
In a digital reproduction process, an original image
(called input) undergoes several process steps before the final
print is obtained. These steps include sampling and digitiza
tion, halftoning, and output imaging (printing) and modify the
image signal (e.g. they add noise) . Apart from halftoning, the
process steps can be approximately depicted as spatially linear
operations .
B . Random Noise
- There is always some level of noise in
an image from scattering of the light, the imaging electronics,
the formation of image itself. This noise interferes with the
color and luminance of the image.
The analysis of noise in recorded images has been
extensively described
in the literature. Particular interests
-22-
have included Fourier analysis and micro-densitometry, mathe
matical models of image-structure statistics, and the psycho
physical attributes of image noise, i.e. graininess . In this
study, the system noise will be investigated as a random
variable, termed "colored random noise" to describe an unknown
contaminating signals.
When a signal is recorded, an undesired contaminating
random signal will be superimposed upon the desired signal. The
functional form of this noise is not easy to express, even if its
origin is known. By observing the noise for a period of time, we
can develop some knowledge of its characteristics though it can
never be predicted in detail. Thus the concept of a random
variable may be a useful tool in dealing with noise .
When we refer to a random variable, we mean that it is an
unknown function with a known autocorrelation. Since the auto
correlation function of this random variable can be estimated, so
can its power spectrum. The phase spectrum cannot be determined
Indeed, the ensemble is composed of infinitely many functions
that differ only in their phase spectra.
The contrast of color images may be disturbed in
brightness or chromaticity. In addition, the spatial frequency
character of the noise must also be investigated. The effect of
colored noise depends on the response properties of the human
visual system. Even if the added components are detectable, they
23-
may not affect our ability to evaluate the performance of the
image. In a medical imaging context, for example, there may be
high-frequency "noise". If the object to be detected has mainly
low spatial frequency components, the
"noise"
may not affect the
detectability of the "signal". That is, we could very well see
the graininess of an image without having it affect our ability
to make out the signal.
24-
III. OB.-rEr.TTVR
In studies of color reproduction, it is necessary to scale
the
"quality"
of images to predict the subjective effect of
variations in the physical parameters of the reproduction
systems. The effect of chromatic noise modulation will degrade
the perception on the images. The object for this experiment is
to find the effect of noise on image quality. Studies of unsharp
masking indicate that the bandpass filter should be located
within the medium spatial frequency band where the visual
response is most sensitive to maximize image quality. This would
suggest that noise is most disruptive at medium frequencies.
A diagram of the spatial frequency distribution of the
noise vs. the luminance transfer function of human visual system
is shown on Figure 3.1. Three narrow noise bands will be used in
this study of image quality. The hypothesis of this study is that
there will be a much greater sensitivity to chromatic noise in
the medium frequency region.
The expected trend for noise perception in different
spatial frequency regions versus subjective image quality is










Figure 3.2 NOISE DISTRIBUTION VS. SUBJECTIVE QUALITY
SCALES
This figure suggest that noise in the medium frequency region
would be most destructive to image quality. The different noise
levels for the image indicates the noise perception trend in the
three spatial frequency regions. The standard deviation of
-26-
the noise level will be converted to digital count. We expect
that the reduction in image quality would have a expected diagram
as shown in this figure .
The objective of this study is to add noise to an image in
three distinct narrow spatial frequency regions and to study the
loss of image quality as a function of noise level and noise
frequency location. The method of category scaling will be used
to scale the subjective evaluation of image quality. The
subjective quality factor will be used to correlate the
noise-
added images and analyze their linear relationship.
-27
IV. EXPERTMT.NT&T.
1 . IMAGE SCANNING
A. Scanning Process
- Two continuous-tone color images
which contain low, medium, and high spatial frequency information




and are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. These two images were
compared by analyzing their radial power spectra, i.e. the power
spectrum integrated over 2 radians.
Figure 4.1 GIRL IMAGE
28
Figure 4 . 2 MASK IMAGE
The radial spatial frequency tells the image signals vary
as a function of spatial coordinates. Images with slowly varying
patterns have predominantly low spatial frequencies, and those
with much detail and sharp edges have high spatial frequencies.
Figure 4.3 shows the radial power spectrum of these two
images. Figure 4.4 shows the differences between the Girl image
and the Mask image after highpass filtering. It proves that the
Girl image has more high frequency information. The Mask image
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Figure 4.4 COMPARISON OF TWO IMAGES - II
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The two images were scanned and digitized by scanner into
a magnetic tape file. The different noise samples were added to
the images by digital image processing. The processing steps are















Noise Modulation Processing CRT Display
Figure 4 . 5 IMAGE SCANNING AND PROCESS SEQUENCE
The noise fields were generated by using a random number
generator to create the random noise with zero mean, uncorrelated
feature, and unit variance. This random noise field can produce a
salt-and-pepper effect particularly visible in flat (uniformly
gray) fields.
The images were digitized by HELL Chromagraph DC-300
scanner into a 512 x 512 array at 8 bits/pixel. Image processing
steps were performed on the VAX-8600 computer system.
32-
Random noise was added to the images, which were then
displayed on and photographed off a color CRT monitor.
B. Image Size and Sampling
- The sampling theorem
states that any band-limited function can be specified exactly by
its sampled values at regular intervals, provided that the
intervals are smaller than specified by the Nyquist criterion,
i.e., the sampling rate must be twice that of the highest spatial
frequency to be resolved in the constructed image.
To obtain 512 x 512 pixels for images of width, the Girl
and Mask images are 91.5 mm and 88.0 mm, then the sampling
interval (Ax) is 91.5/512 (mm/pixel) and 88.0/512 (mm/pixel)
for the Girl image and the Mask image. The sampling increments in
the spatial and frequency domains are related by:
N * ^x * ^F = 1
and thus A f = 1/91.5 (line/mm) for the Girl image and A f =
1/88.0 (line/mm) for the Mask image. These scaling factors were







= 2.7978 line/mm for the Girl image and 2.9091
line/mm for the Mask image.
From the maximum frequency of the two images, we can
33-
calculate that the low spatial frequency regions are centered at
0.46 line/mm and 0.48 line/mm, the medium spatial frequency
regions at 1.39 line/mm and 1.45 line/mm, and the high spatial
frequency regions at 2.32 line/mm and 2.42 line/mm for the Girl
and the Mask images .
34
2. RANDOM NOISE GENERATION
The different levels of the noise were added to the binary
gray values of the originals with a random number generator
program. The program is shown in the subroutine RANDOM. FOR in
Appendix-I. The random number generator adds 20 uniformly
distributed random variables to obtain the random variables with
a Gaussian distribution. A Gaussian distribution is commonly
called a
"normal"
distribution, and its graph is frequently
referred to as a "bell-shaped curve". A rather fundamental
theorem of mathematical probability, the "Central-Limit Theorem",
explains why Gaussian distribution is the resulting distribution.
The theorem states that the sum of random variables tends to give
an average outcome that follows the Gaussian bell-shaped curve.
The random number generator is important because it can
simulate the uncorrelated system noise with values chosen
moment-
by-moment from a Gaussian distribution. From the convolution
relation with the random input of the numerical values of the
noise, the numerical values may be established directly by
carrying out the successive
convolutions. When a random noise
input is passed through a smooth bandpass Gaussian filter, the
output is a sum of successive input values, duly weighted, and so
we expect a normal probability
distribution of the amplitude of
the random signals emerging from
bandpass filters.
35-
3. GAUSSIAN BANDPASS FILTER
The two-dimensional radially symmetric Gaussian function









is the center of the Gaussian function, and d is
the area under this Gaussian function.
The Gaussian function is frequently encountered in
statistics and is a very useful function for studying linear
systems. It is a smooth function (i.e. all of its derivatives are
continuous), and its Fourier transform is another Gaussian
function .
The three Gaussian filters for different spatial frequency
region are shown on Figure 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. The chosen filters
have peaks at three different spatial freguencies: low (0.46
line/mm and 0.48 line/mm), medium (1.39 line/mm and 1.45
line/mm), and high (2.32 line/mm and 2.42 line/mm) frequencies.
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LOW FREQUENCY FILTER
Figure 4.6 LOW FREQUENCY GAUSSIAN FILTER
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EDIUM FREQUENCY R
Figure 4.7 MEDIUM FREQUENCY GAUSSIAN FILTER
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Figure 4.8 HIGH FREQUENCY GAUSSIAL FILTER
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4. NOISE SCALING
Noise scaling was used to create a random noise array in
the spatial domain. The uncorrelated noise array has zero mean
and unit variance. The mathematical processes for scaling the
noise are :
1) generate a Gaussian distributed noise array in the
spatial domain and Fourier transform it to frequency
domain,
n (i, j) ;-r Nf (i, j)
where
--^ is the Fourier transform operation.
2) filter the noise array with the desired Gaussian filter
then inverse transform to yield a filtered noise array
Nr(i, j) ,
{ Nf (i, j) Gaus (i, j) } N. (i, j)
3) filtered noise has standard deviation of Sn equal to C
(the noise array of random variables with standard
deviation of 20) . The scaling factor k for scaling the
filtered noise variance can be found by, for example,
Nr (i, j)
= C n (i, j)




for the variance of n(i, j) .
4) If the variance of Nr(i,j) is to be equal to C, and
standard deviation n = Sn ,
then the scaling constant k must be
C




5) the filtered noise array with standard deviation is 20
by,





= n (i, j) .
n
The colored noise images were produced by adding the

























Figure 4.9 NOISE SCALING PROCESS
where
n(i,j) is the input random noise array,
Nf(i,j) is the Fourier transform of the noise array,
Gaus(i,j) is the bandpass filter, the scale factors are
2.0, 3.0, 6.0, and 10.0 for different noise levels,
Nr(i,j) is the scaled noise array in spatial domain,
ir(i,j) is the input image, and
Ir(i,j) is the output processed image for subjective
measurement .
The four noise arrays are plotted in Figures 4.10, 4.11
and 4.12. These show the character of the noise in the certain
frequency regions.
The four noise arrays were added to the Girl image and the
Mask image. Figure 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18 show
the differences between the
original images and noise-added
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images in their radial power spectra. To ensure that the image
signals are unaffected by the input noise, the mean and variance
of the noise-added images were calculated to prove that they are
identical to the original value of the input noises. This process
was performed by calculating the mean and the r.m.s. error of
each noise level on the noise images. The calculated results were
tabulated in Table 4 . 1 on page 53.
Because the input noise level has zero mean, this
indicates the noise level will not affect the mean value of the
image signal. Since we introduced the noise component into
different frequency regions, we will see the difference in the
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TABLE 4.1 MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE NOISE
AFTER BANDPASS FILTERING
IMAGE GAUSSIAN STANDARD MEAN VARIANCE
FILTER DEVIATION (R.M.S.)
Girl Low Frequency 2.0 1.8633E-03 1.414
Girl Low Frequency 3.0 2.7949E-03 1.732
Girl Low Frequency 6.0 5.5898E-03 2.449
Girl Low Frequency 10.0 9.3163E-03 3.162
Girl Medium Frequency 2.0 2.0495E-06 1.414
Girl Medium Frequency 3.0 3.0841E-06 1.732
Girl Medium Frequency 6.0 6.1682E-06 2.449
Girl Medium Frequency 10.0 1.0259E-05 3.162
Girl High Frequency 2.0 2.9774E-08 1.414
Girl High Frequency 3.0 4.4643E-08 1.732
Girl High Frequency 6.0 8.9285E-08 2.449
Girl High Frequency 10.0 1.5446E-07
3.162
Mask Low Frequency 2.0 1.8530E-03
1.414
Mask Low Frequency 3.0 2.7797E-03
1.732
Mask Low Frequency 6.0 5.5587E-03
2.449
Mask Low Frequency 10.0 9.2655E-03
3.162
Mask Medium Frequency 2.0 2.0433E-06
1.414
Mask Medium Frequency 3.0
3.0707E-06 1.732
Mask Medium Frequency 6.0
6.1413E-06 2.449
Mask Medium Frequency 10.0
1.0236E-05 3.162
Mask High Frequency 2.0
3.5194E-08 1.414
Mask High Frequency 3.0
4.9464E-08 1.732
Mask High Frequency 6.0
9.8928E-08 2.449
Mask High Frequency 10.0
1.6472E-07 3.162
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The processed images are shown in Figures 4.19, 4.20,
4.21, 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24. These images contain low, medium, and
high frequency noise arrays with different standard deviations in
term of digital counts to show the different noise levels in two
types of images (low-and-medium frequency and high frequency) .
The same color negative emulsion was used for all prints.
The choice for the color negative is Kodak GoldlOO with emulsion
number Kodak Gold 100-2 5095. The latent-images were kept at 13
degree Celsius (55 degree F) for one day to yield a consistent
chemical reaction when processed in Kodak C-41 Chemicals. In the
same manner, the prints were kept under the same conditions as
the negatives between exposure and processing for consistent
results. For visual judgement, the 5x5 inch prints were made on
Kodak Ektacolor Plus paper using the Kodak EP-2 automatic print
processor .
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(1) GL2 : Noise Std. Dev. 2.0 (2) GL3 : Noise Std. Dev. 3.0
(3) GL6 : Noise Std. Dev.
6.0 (4) GL10 : Noise Std. Dev. 10.0
Figure 4.19 LOW FREQUENCY NOISE GIRL IMAGE
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(1) GM2 : Noise Std. Dev. 2.0 (2) GM3 : Noise Std. Dev. 3.0
(3) GM6 : Noise Std. Dev. 6.0 (4)
GM10 : Noise Std. Dev. 10.0
Figure 4.20 MEDIUM FREQUENCY NOISE GIRL IMAGE
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(1) GH2 : Noise Std. Dev. 2.0 (2) GH3 : Noise Std. Dev. 3.0
(3) GH6 : Noise Std. Dev.
6.0 (4) GH10 : Noise Std. Dev. 10.0
Figure 4.21 HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE GIRL IMAGE
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I* 0/ii\
(1) ML2 : Noise Std. Dev. 2.0 (2) ML3 : Noise Std. Dev. 3.0
(3) ML6 : Noise Std. Dev. 6.0 (4)
ML10 : Noise Std. Dev. 10.0
Figure 4.22 LOW FREQUENCY NOISE MASK IMAGE
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(1) MM2 : Noise Std. Dev. 2.0 (2) MM3 : Noise Std. Dev. 3.0
k# 0 'il\
(3) MM6 : Noise Std. Dev. 6.0 (4)
MM10 : Noise Std. Dev. 10.0
Figure 4.23 MEDIUM FREQUENCY NOISE MASK IMAGE
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'kK'0?OA W<* 0%a
(1) MH2 : Noise Std. Dev. 2.0 (2) MH3 : Noise Std. Dev. 3.0
4 #v \0 di\
(3) MH6 : Noise Std. Dev. 6.0 (4) MH10 :
Noise Std. Dev. 10.0
Figure 4.24 HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE MASK
IMAGE
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V. DESIGN AND ANftT.Vg-r-ft
1. THE CATEGORY SCALING METHOD
In this experiment, we used the successive categories
method for statistical design and analysis. The underlying
assumptions of the law of successive categorical judgements have
been stated by Togerson (1958) 21:
1 . The psychological continuum of the subject can be
divided into a specified number of order categories or
steps .
2 . Owing to various and sundry factors, a given category
boundary is not necessarily always located at a particular
point on the continuum. Rather, it also projects a normal
distribution of positions on the continuum. Again,
different category boundaries may have different mean
locations and different dispersions.
3 . The subject judges a given stimulus to be below a given
category boundary
whenever the value of the stimulus on
the continuum is less than that
of the category boundary.
[p. 206]
There are many forms
of category scaling and wide variety
of experimental techniques
and data reduction algorithms that
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have been used in category scaling. A common experimental method
of category scaling was used in this experiment to gather data
about the image qualities of twenty-four image samples that
differed in noise level and Gaussian filter modulation. Sixty
observers participated in the experiment. They were asked to rate
the overall image quality of each sample on a 7-point scale. The
instructions were as follows:
"You will be shown a series of color prints . We would
like to know how good is the overall image quality and
the rating you think each print should be given with
reference to the original image. Please express your
opinion on a scale of numbers from 1 to 7 where 1 re
presents an unusable and 7 represents the excellent
image you can accept . Use number between 1 and 7 to
represent equal intervals of image quality. For ex









where the difference in image quality
between cate
gories 2 and 3 is the same as the difference
in image
quality
between categories 5 and 6, and so on. You may
not use fractions or decimals;
you must use integers.
The integers should be




The image quality evaluation was performed in two sessions
over a period of one month. The observers were chosed randomly
from experienced people (such as printing major students), arts
major students, and ordinary observers in three groups. In the
first session, the sample images were presented randomly to each
observer for evaluation. Each image was observed at least once
before data was collected on each sample image.
The second session was performed in the same manner,
except that the sample images were issued in according to an
arrangement from a random number generator. The random number
generator arranged the 24 sample images in different order to
approximate the best randomization for issuing the images.
The randomness of the image order is important. This
process allowed control of the accuracy of the rating data. An
observer may rate the quality of any sample images by choosing
any number which he believes to
indicate the relative distance of
the sample image from the unusable or indifferent rating. The
random process avoids any personal perception bias in the same
category of the sample
images .
Therefore, the evaluation
on the 24 sample images can be
assumed to have been made on the
same basis that the observer's
rating on image quality
are consistent with his true judgement
and without any personal
perception bias.
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The two practice sessions were performed to avoid
compression or expansion of dynamic range on the judgement. The
evaluation data were collected from 24 sample images. Each sample
image was evaluated 60 times by 60 observers. The analysis of
variance of the rating data will show the effectiveness on the
practice sessions in the next section.
This experimental procedure was very efficient of time and
labor. Each observer completed all observations on 24 sample
images in about 10 minutes. The data were recorded as the
category number assigned by each observer to each stimulus. The
category scaling sheet used in this experiment is presented in
Appendix- I I .
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2 . MULTIPARAMETER HYPOTHESES
The linear model for the factorial design with two images
(Girl and Mask images), three frequency regions (low, medium, and
high frequencies), four treatments (four noise levels) and three
groups of observers (experienced viewers, arts students, and
ordinary viewers) is :
ks
where
Yijks=-a + ai + Pj+Yk+COs + af3ij
+
aYik + aa)is + PYjk+Pcojs + Y
+
aPY.jk + aycoiks + PYcojks+aPYco.jks,
(1 = mean response of the rating,
a. = effect of
ith
factor for two images,




factor for three frequency regions,




factor for four levels of noise,
k = 2.0, 3.0, 6.0, and 10.0;
0) = effect of
sz
factor for 3 groups of observers,
,th
s = experienced, arts student, and ordinary;
a p.. = interaction between images and frequency regions,
ay.. = interaction between images and noise levels,
a m
= interaction between images and observation groups,
is
Rv. = interaction between frequency regions and noise
levels,






- interaction between noise levels and observation
groups,
aP^ijk
= interaction among images, frequency regions, and
observation groups,
CC^COiks
= interaction among images, noise levels, and obser
vation groups,
P^jks
= interaction among frequency regions, noise levels,
and observation groups,
(XpY^ijks
= error due to replications,
r = 1, 2, 3, 60.
The null hypothesis for no differences among the factors
is :
H =ct. =p. =y. =oo =0 .
0 i r j
' k s
To reject the null hypothesis and prove there are differ
ences among four factors, the alternative hypothesis H-j_ is :
H^a . *p . *y, *co *0 .
1 i r j
' k s
The ANOVA table for the rating data is shown in Table 5.1.
Degrees of freedom is denoted as DF, sum of squares is denoted as
SS, mean square is denoted as MS, and F represents the distribu
tion of F-test. P represents the effective a risk for F distribu
tion. If the value of P is less than 5%, then the null hypothesis
which is based on F distribution will be rejected without risk.
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TABLE 5 . 1 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR RATING DATA
SOURCE DF SS MS F ?
IMAGE 1 6.27 6.267 9.86 0. 002
FREQUENCY 2 1278.88 639.442 1E+03 0. 000
NOISE 3 1405.20 468.399 736.86 0. 000
GROUP 2 41.94 20.969 32.99 0..000
IMAGE *FREQUENCY 2 2.74 1.372 2.16 0..116
IMAGE*NOISE 3 4.27 1.423 2.24 0,,082
IMAGE*GROUP 2 11.84 5.919 9.31 0,.000
FREQUENCY*NOISE 6 196.66 32.777 51.56 0 .000
FREQUENCY *GROUP 4 1.85 0.463 0.73 0 .572
NOISE*GROUP 6 3.19 0.531 0.84 0 .542
IMAGE*FREQ*GROUP 4 1.37 0.342 0.54 0 .707
IMAGE *NOISE*GROUP 6 2.10 0.350 0.55 0 .770
FREQ*NOISE*GROUP 12 7.64 0.636 1.00 0 .446
ERROR 1386 881.04 0.636
TOTAL 1439 3844.98 2.676
From the ANOVA table of the rating data,
the tabulated
values of F based upon v
1= 1, 2, 3, and 2, and v 2
= 1386
degrees of freedom are F
= 3.84, F
= 3.00, F = 2.60, and F
=
3.00. Since the computed
values of F exceed these values, we
reject the hypothesis of
"no difference among each
factors."
This
information shows that the rating
data are effective.
In Table 5.1, we also
found that the interactions between
frequency region and




The average rating for three frequency regions in four
different levels of noise is shown on Table 5.2.
TABLE 5.2 COMPARISONS OF THE RATING DATA
ROWS : FREQUENCY REGIONS COLUMNS : NOISE LEVELS
2 3 6 10 ALL
LOW 4.6000 3.5000 2.0583 1.1917 2.8357
MEDIUM 5.4583 4.6667 3.4750 2.4250 4.0062
HIGH 5.6417 5.5000 5.1833 4.2583 5.1458
ALL 5.2333 4.5556 3.5722 2.6250 3.9965
From Table 5.2, the average rating values show the results
that reject the hypothesis en this study. The chromatic noise
does not have greater sensitivity in the medium frequency region.
The effective noise is located in the low frequency region. A
comparison of dot plot in four noise levels and three frequency
regions is shown on Appendix-Ill .
From Appendix-Ill we found the sample images in the low
frequency region have the lowest rating in four noise levels and
are obvious for observers to evaluate the image quality. The
sample images in the medium frequency region are also clear to
judge the image quality- But in the high frequency region, the
noise levels show less disturbance in image quality and difficult
to perform the image quality evaluation.
The trend of the sample image rating
is shown in Figure
5.1. This figure shows the rating
data from practice sessions are
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effective and has avoided compression or expansion of dynamic
range. The lower noise level of the image shows the higher rating
score, and the higher noise level of the image drops dramatically












Figure 5 . 1 AVERAGE RATING VS. NOISE LEVELS
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3 . A GRAPHICAL SOLUTION
Ratings obtained from 24 images for each of 7 rating
scales may be recorded as shown in the 24 x 7 matrix of observed
frequencies in Table 5.3; Table 5.4 presents the observed
cumulative frequencies. The frequency of ratings are transformed
into cumulative proportions of ratings, as shown in Table 5.5.
From a table of the normal probability distribution, these pro
portions pjk may be transformed into normal deviates y-jk in Table
5.6.
For values of cumulative proportions more extreme than .01
or
.99, the sampling of variance of y.-^ is intolerably large. For
this reason, in tables of the form of Table 5.6 it is not
recommended that y values be recorded when p exceeds 0.99 or less
than 0 . 0 1 .
22
For such situations, a y-value is estimated as
follows: the mean difference between the recorded y--^ in two
adjacent columns of Table 5.6 is found, based upon only those
rows of a table in which a yjk
value is recorded in each of the
two columns. This mean difference then is taken as the expected
increment in y values in those
cases where no entry exists. These
estimates are recorded in parentheses in the appropriate cells.
In like manner, estimates are obtained for the missing
y-v. Adding the mean
difference between two adjacent columns to
70
the estimates in parentheses, column n, yields the estimates in
parentheses, column n - 1. Substracting the mean difference to
the estimates in parentheses, column n, yields the estimates in
parentheses, column n + 1.
The boundaries of categories are determined by adding all
the normal deviates, yjk, together in each column and divided by
24 image samples. The shifted boundary scales results from adding
the average of two boundaries, column 3 and column 4, to each
boundary. The fourth category of the scaling is named
"acceptable", neither like nor dislike, a neutral category. The
midpoint of the fourth category, equidistant from the upper bound
of category 3 and the upper bound of category 4, is the average
of these two boundaries . The boundary scale origin now is at the
point of neutrality or indifference of judgement.
The cumulative proportions are plotted against the shifted
boundaries on the normal probability paper, as included in
Appendix-IV. A straight line is drawn so as to minimize
approximately the vertical discrepancies,
in proportion units, of
points from the line. The intercept of the line of the best fit
with the value p
=
.50
provides an estimate for the mean of
boundary scale of an image. Therefore,
each image has a boundary
scale value, boundary mean, to




TABLE 5.3 OBSERVED FREQUENCY
1
Successive category
6Image 2 3 4 5 7
GL2 0.0 1.0 3.0 27.0 21.0 8.0 0.0
GL3 0.0 4.0 25.0 26.0 5.0 0.0 0.0
GL6 13.0 34.0 11.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GL10 52.0 7.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GM2 0.0 0.0 2.0 7.0 22.0 24.0 5.0
GM3 0.0 0.0 3.0 23.0 22.0 10.0 2.0
GM6 0.0 6.0 30.0 17.0 6.0 1.0 0.0
GM10 3.0 36.0 18.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GH2 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 21.0 29.0 5.0
GH3 0.0 0.0 1.0 4.0 27.0 19.0
9.0
GH6 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.0 20.0 14.0
4.0
GH10 0.0 0.0 21.0 26.0 7.0 3.0
3.0
ML2 0.0 1.0 3.0 24.0 20.0
10.0 2.0
ML3 1.0 8.0 23.0 21.0 6.0
1.0 0.0
ML6 11.0 35.0 11.0 3.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
MLIO 50.0 6.0 4.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
MM2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
23.0 30.0 3.0
MM3 0.0 0.0 3.0
24.0 28.0 5.0 0.0
MM6 0.0 5.0 25.0
24.0 6.0 0.0 0.0
MMIO 2.0 34.0 16.0
8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MH2 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.0 16.0 30.0 9.0
MH3 0.0 0.0
0.0 5.0 26.0 24.0 5.0
MH6 0.0 0.0
0.0 7.0 30.0 17.0 6.0
MHIO 0.0 0.0
8.0 24.0 21.0 6.0 1.0
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TABLE 5.4 OBSERVED CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES
1
Successive category
6Image 2 3 4 5 7
GL2 0.0 1.0 4.0 31.0 52.0 60.0 60.0
GL3 0.0 4.0 29.0 55.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
GL6 13.0 47.0 58.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
GL10 52.0 59.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
GM2 0.0 0.0 2.0 9.0 31.0 55.0 60.0
GM3 0.0 0.0 3.0 26.0 48.0 58.0 60.0
GM6 0.0 6.0 36.0 53.0 59.0 60.0 60.0
GM10 3.0 39.0 57.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
GH2 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 26.0 55.0 60.0
GH3 0.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 32.0 51.0 60.0
GH6 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.0 42.0 56.0 60.0
GH10 0.0 0.0 21.0 47.0 54.0 57.0 60.0
ML2 0.0 1.0 4.0 28.0 48.0 58.0
60.0
ML3 1.0 9.0 32.0 53.0 59.0 60.0
60.0
ML6 11.0 46.0 57.0 60.0 60.0
60.0 60.0
MLIO 50.0 56.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
60.0 60.0
MM2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
27.0 57.0 60.0
MM3 0.0 0.0 3.0 27.0
55.0 60.0 60.0
MM6 0.0 5.0 30.0
54.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
MMIO 2.0 36.0 52.0
60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
MH2 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.0 21.0 51.0 60.0
MH3 0.0 0.0
0.0 5.0 31.0 55.0 60.0
MH6 0.0 0.0 0.0
7.0 37.0 54.0 60.0
MHIO 0.0 0.0
8.0 32.0 53.0 59.0 60.0
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TABLE 5.5 OBSERVED CUMULATIVE PROPORTIONS
1
Successive category
Image 2 3 4 5 6 7
GL2 0.0 0.0167 0.0667 0.5167 0.8667 1.0 1.0
GL3 0.0 0.0667 0.4833 0.9167 1.0 1.0 1.0
GL6 0.2167 0.7833 0.9667 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
GL10 0.8667 0.9833 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
GM2 0.0 0.0 0.0333 0.15 0.5167 0.9167 1.0
GM3 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.4333 0.8
0.9667 1.0
GM6 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.8833 0.9833 1.0
1.0
GM10 0.05 0.65 0.95 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0
GH2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0833 0.4333
0.9167 1.0
GH3 0.0 0.0 0.0167 0.0833
0.5333 0.85 1.0
GH6 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.3667 0.7 0.9333 1.0
GH10 0.0 0.0 0.35 0.7833
0.9 0.95 1.0
ML2 0.0 0.0167 0.0667
0.4667 0.8 0.9667 1.0
ML3 0.0167 0.15 0.5333
0.8833 0.9833 1.0 1.0
ML6 0.1833 0.7667 0.95
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
MLIO 0.8333 0.9333 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
MM2 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0667 0.45 0.95 1.0
MM3 0.0 0.0 0.05
0.45 0.9167 1.0 1.0
MM6 0.0 0.0833
0.5 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
MMIO 0.0333 0.6
0.8667 1.0 1-0 1.0 1.0
MH2 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0833 0.35 0.85 1.0
MH3 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0833 0.5167 0.9167 1.0
MH6 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1167 0.6167 0.9 1.0
MHIO 0.0 0.0
0.1333 0.5333 0.8833 0.9833 1.0
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TABLE 5.6 NORMAL DEVIATES
1
Successive category
5Image 2 3 4 6
GL2 (-3.551) -2.218 -1.500 0.042 1.111 (2.246)
GL3 (-2.923) -1.500 -0.042 1.383 (2.502) (3.637)
GL6 -0.783 0.783 1.834 (3.052) (4.171) (5.306)
GL10 1.111 2.218 (3.212) (4.430) (5.549) (6.684)
GM2 (-4.341) (-2.918) -1.834 -1.034 0.042 1.383
GM3 (-4.152) (-2.729) -1.645 -0.168 0.842
1.834
GM6 (-2.705) -1.282 0.254 1.192 2.218 (3.263)
GM10 -1.645 0.385 1.645 (2.863) (3.982) (5.117)
GH2 (-5.108) (-3.685) (-2.601) -1.383 -0.168
1.383
GH3 (-4.635) (-3.212) -2.128 -1.383 0.084
1.034
GH6 (-4.071) (-2.648) (-1.564) -0.346 0.525
1.500
GH10 (-2.892) (-1.469) -0.385 0.783
1.282 1.645
ML2 (-3.551) -2.128 -1.500
-0.084 0.842 1.834
ML3 -2.218 -1.034 0.084
1.192 2.218 (3.263)
ML6 -0.903 0.728 1.645 (2.863) (3.982)
(5.117)
MLIO 0.968 1.500 (2.584) (3.802)
(4.921) (6.056)
MM2 (-5.225) (-3.802) (-2.718)
-1.500 -0.125 1.645
MM3 (-4.152) (-2.729)
-1.645 -0.125 1.383 (2.518)
MM6 (-2.806) -1.383
0.000 1.282 (2.401) (3.536)
MMIO -1.834 0.254
1.111 (2.329) (3.448) (4.583)
MH2 (-5.108) (-3.685)
(-2.601) -1.383 -0.385 1.034
MH3 (-5.108) (-3.685)
(-2.601) -0.383 0.042 1.383
MH6 (-4.917) (-3.494)
(-2.410) -1.192 0.297 1.282
MHIO (-3.618) (-2.195)
-1.111 -0.084 1.192 2.128
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Total Y-!V : _,. ..,
-74.077 -39.928 -13.914 15.316 42.176 69.411
Average Y -, -, nn-y
Dk --3. 087 -1.664 -0.580 0.63! 1.757 2.892
dk
-
the width of the kth category on the rating form :
-1.423 -1.084 -1.218 -1.119 -1.135
Shifting Scale C :
.
C = (0.580 + 0.638) / 2 = 0.609
Shifted Boundary Values :
-2.273 -1.042 -0.078 1.07 2.148 3.3K
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4. SUBJECTIVE QUALITY SCALES
An image quality function can be a numerical value only if
it can be directly related to the subjective evaluation of a
specific image (quality sample) in a set of reference prints or
transparencies. The set of reference quality samples must span a
useful range of image quality and should contain quality
increments which can be demonstrated to constitute just
noticeable differences between adjacent samples.
In this study, we will use the calculated result from
shifted boundary values to define the scale of image quality
function. The shifted boundary scale can represent the values of
image quality samples from 0 to 100. This set of values serve as
standards of colored noise image samples, and linearly related to
subjective assessments of image quality. Sampling quality at the
these 6 levels of shifted boundary values can be evenly
distributed 10 quality samples. The ten quality scales allow
accurate scaling of image quality or accurate assessment of the
degree of linear correlation between the image quality function
and the quality scale.
From this image quality scale, we can calculate the SQF
value of each boundary mean value of the degraded image. The
results are as Table 5.7 :
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TABLE 5.7 BOUNDARY MEAN VALUES VS. SQF VALUES
Girl Image B.M.V. S.Q.F. Mask Image B.M.V. S.Q.F.
GL 2 0.85 56.0 ML 2 1.32 64.0
GL 3 0.24 45.0 ML 3 -0.13 39.0
GL 6 -1.70 13.0 ML 6 -1.56 15.0
GL 10 -4.50 0.0 ML 10 -3.58 0.0
GM 2 2.20 78.0 MM 2 2.33 80.0
GM 3 1.70 70.0 MM 3 1.06 59.0
GM 6 0.34 47.0 MM 6 0.20 45.0
GM 10 -1.10 23.0 MM 10 -1.01 25.0
GH 2 2.55 84.0 MH 2 2.61 85.0
GH 3 2.60 85.0 MH 3 2.42 82.0
GH 6 1.95 74.0 MH 6 2.30 80.0
GH 1.0 1.20 62.0 MH 10 1.35 64.0
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5. DATA ANALYSIS
By using the method of multiple linear regression, the
boundary mean values and the SQF values of each print for two
images were analyzed. This method provided a close approximation
and the best possible fit to the data points. The STATWORKS
software package for Macintosh was used to perform the multiple
linear regression analysis. The SQF value relate to the boundary
mean value for two diffferent images were analyzed by multiple
linear regression. By using the proper regression equation, all
boundary mean values were transformed into corresponding values.
The B.M.V. and SQF values for Girl image, Mask image and
average on multiple linear regression analysis are shown on Table
5.8, 5.9, and 5.10. These tables tabulate the coefficient table,
analysis-of-variance table, and plot of boundary mean values
versus subjective quality values.
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TABLE 5.8 REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON GIRL IMAGE



































Total 48.1416 1 1
Coefficient of Determination (RA2) 0.9490
Adjusted Coefficient (RA2) 0.9439
Coefficient of Correlation (R) 0.9742






TABLE 5.9 REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON MASK IMAGE



































Total 39.9499 1 1
Coefficient of Determination (RA2) 0.9818
Adjusted Coefficient (RA2) 0.9799
Coefficient of Correlation (R) 0.9908













































Coefficient of Determination (RA2) 0.9619
Adjusted Coefficient (RA2) 0.9602
Coefficient of Correlation (R) 0.9808






VI. DISCUSSION ft OONCLUSION
1 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The linear regression equation and adjusted R-square value
for each image and the average are shown in Table 6.1 :
TABLE 6.1 ANALYSIS RESULTS
Image R~2 (%) Linear Equation
Girl 94.39 B.M.V. = -3.2899 + 0.0053 * SQF
Mask 97.99 B.M.V. = -2.9207 + 0.0029
* SQF
Average 96.02 B.M.V. = -3.1045 + 0.0691
* SQF
The subjective quality scale correlates the boundary mean
value of each image at very high R-square value and shows a very
linear trend for each regression plot. For Girl image, the
adjusted R-square is 94.39 percent. For Mask image, the adjusted
R-square is 97.99 percent. For the total observation data, the
average adjusted R-square is still 96.02 percent. This result
proves that we can predict with
excellent accuracy the quality
name response of a human observer
to the information available in
these spatial frequency regions.
The high spatial frequency
bandpass noise images and
medium spatial frequency bandpass
noise images exhibit higher SQF
-83-
values than those of low frequency bandpass noise images. This
suggests that a much larger standard deviation for noise level at
high spatial frequencies is required to resemble SQF result for
an image with low noise levels at low spatial frequency region.
At low and medium spatial frequencies with higher noise levels,
the results show lower and undesirable SQF values. Therefore the
noise images cover more of the eye response passband at high
spatial frequency region than in the low and medium spatial
frequency regions .
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the trends at three spatial
frequency regions, the 4 levels of noise (2.0, 3.0, 6.0, and
10.0) are plotted versus the subjective quality values in each
frequency region. The trend of the two images shows that the SQF
values drop in the low spatial frequency region, and has better
visual perception at high spatial frequency regions .
This thesis hypothesizes that based on the result of the
unsharp masking study that we would expect
the image quality to
be unaffected by noise in both the high and low spatial frequency
regions. The result of the study shows that image quality falls
linearly as a function of













-a- Std. Dev. 2.0
-- Std. Dev. 3.0
-o- Std. Dev. 6.0
- Std. Dev. 10.0




o- Std. Dev. 2.0
-?- Std. Dev. 3.0
-a- Std. Dev. 6.0
-- Std. Dev. 10.0




The distribution of low, medium, and high frequency noise
relative to the visual luminance and chromaticity response is
shown in Figure 6.3 for this discussion. This drawing indicates
that the luminance response is effective at medium frequency
region, and chromaticity response is effective at low and medium
frequency regions. From this study, we notice that the luminance
response to high frequency bandpass noise should produce less of
a disturbance on visual perception. The low frequency bandpass









Spatial Frequency - cpd




chromatic noise modulation may produce the
observed difference in
perception of the degraded images. The
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colored noise did affect the overall image quality. The flat
response in the low spatial frequency region of chromaticity
transfer function probably is responsible for the low frequency
loss in image quality. The experimental result shows that the
human visual system is much more sensitive to colored noise in
the low spatial frequency region, and this perception may result
from the chromatic noise effect on the image quality.
From Table 5.5, the calculated subjective quality scale of
colored noise image at low spatial freguencies (0.4 6 line/mm and
0.48 line/mm) give rise to the loss of overall image quality. The
data show that the SQF value drops dramatically as noise level is
increased. In like manner, the high noise level of colored noise
image in medium spatial frequency (1.39 line/mm and 1.45 line/mm)
regions exhibits the same trend of image quality loss. But in
high spatial frequency (2.32 line/mm and 2.42 line/mm) regions,
the colored noise image can still exhibit a good SQF value when
the noise level at standard deviation of 10.0.
In high spatial frequency regions, more noise is necessary
to disturb the image quality- For a given standard deviation of
chromatic noise, we have found
that image quality increases
linearly from low spatial frequency
to high spatial frequency
region. This disagrees with the
suggestion of the studies of
unsharp
masking23
that effective noise would locate within medium
spatial frequency region.
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In the study of unsharp masking techniques to maximize
image quality, the peak center of the unsharp masking band must
be located within the medium-frequency range where the human
vision is most sensitive. This suggests that noise would not have
as large an effect at low and high spatial frequencies than in
the medium spatial frequency region. In fact, the chromatic noise
at low spatial frequencies shows a lot of disturbance to image
quality. It indicates that the degraded image contains chromatic
noise will be affected most at low spatial freguency region.
Figure 6.4 shows the experiment result versus the
hypothesis between the average subjective quality value of two
images and three spatial frequency regions. The results of this
study prove that the image guality increases linearly from low
spatial frequency region to high spatial frequency region when













Figure 6.4 COMPARISON OF HYPOTHESIS
AND EXPERIMENT RESULT
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In the study of colored noise, it was
demonstrated that
SQF is a linear correlate of image quality with
colored noise.
The colored noise in the high spatial frequency regions does
not
effect to visual perception, but is sensitive in
low spatial
frequency regions. The image quality drop in the
low spatial
frequency may be a result of the chromatic
effect.
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VII. SUGGESTIONS FOfl FUTURE STTTT>TT.S
The limited number of color images used to date and the
necessary limit to the number of experimental conditions leave
open to question whether the results derived are generally
applicable to other color images. The colored noise can be added
to a more widely variety of color image samples and test the
ability of SQF to predict the effective colored noise in its
applications .
Different effects in modulating the three color bands,
red, green, and blue, could result a more accurate prediction.
The different colored noise will have different chromatic
perception. Because the red-green mechanism has a much wider
spatial frequency band width, it shows much more sensitivity to
colored noise than the blue-green mechanism. The noise in the
concept of image detail can be modified and treated as the
spurious signals in an analysis of both detail reproduction and
the generation of spurious signals. The color vision and the
image quality scale in SQF is
still a function of image
enhancement techniques.
The noise in scanning
color images has always been a
problem, particularly
in the blue region. Fortunately the blue
portion of the system is not as
effective in producing noise as
the red and green portions
of the spectrum.
-90-
In addition, as we have seen the chromaticity
mechanisms
may be as sensitive to noise as the luminance mechanism.
The
noise study will also help in the design of future imaging
systems and should aid in the finding the best ways to hide
both
random noise and digital noise for color imaging systems .
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APPENDIX - T
Appendix A contains all the computer programs for image
processing in this study. All programs were written inFORTRAN on
the VAX - 8 600.
P. 93 MODULE.For - main program
P. 96 RANDOM. FOR - random number generator subroutine
P. 97 FFT2DB.FOR - 2-D fast Fourier transform subroutine
The following subroutines convert image data from byte
code to integer value and are provided by Carl Salvaggio :
P. 100 PIXIN.FOR - read in binary data of an image
P. 101 PIXOUT1.FOR - read out integer data of an image
P. 102 DIRECTORY. FOR
-
call to do a directory search and
choose filenames
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MAIN PROGRAM : MODULE. FOR
************************************, *************************************







THIS PROGRAM CREATES A GAUSSIAN FUNCTION TO MODULATED THE SIMULATED
NOISE IMAGE AND RESULTS AN ENHANCED IMASGE.
***********************
ALGORITHM i
CREATE A GAUS FUNCTION IN A DESIRED FREQUENCY REGION.
GENERATE THE RANDOM NOISE AND MODULATED BY GAUS FUNCTION.
REQUIRED SUBROUTINE i RANDOM. FOR
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM THE 2-D MODULATED NOISE ARRAr.
REQUIRED SUBROUTINE i FFT2DB.F0R
YIELD A NEW STANDARD DEVIATION OF MODULATED NOISE ARRAY.
CREATE THE DESIRED LEVEL OF MODULATED NOISE ARRAY.
ADD THE MODULATED NOISE ARRAY TO IMAGE ARRAY.




WRITTEN BY i YUN-CHING PATRICK KUO
M.S. THESIS
CENTER FOR IMAGING SCIENCE















I.J.M, AND N i ARRAY SIZE (512*512)
X,Y, AND R i VARIABLE FOR GAUSSIAN FUNCTION CALCULATION
F I FREQUENCY OF GAUSSIAN FUNCTION
D i AREA OF GAUSSIAN FUNCTION
S I SCALING FACTOR OF INPUT IMAGE
FTN i CREATED GAUSSIAN FUNCTION
SEED I SEED OF RANDOM NOISE GENERATOR (OPTIMUM i 9999)
LOOP I LOOP OF RANDOM NOISE GENERATOR (OPTIMUM i 6)
MEAN I MEAN OF RANDOM NOISE (FIXED VALUE i 0.0)
STDEV i STANDARD DEVIATION OF RANDOM NOISE
NOISE I NOISE ARRAY
V I GENERATED RANDOM NOISE VALUE
D2NO I COMPLEX FORM OF THE GENERATED RANDOM NOISE
CX2D I FAST FOURU1ER TRANSFORM OF D2N0
RENO I BACK TRANSFORM OF CX2D IN REAL VALUE
SUM I SUM OF REAL MODULATED NOISE VALUE
NSTD I NEW STANDARD DEVIATION OF MODULATED NOISE
NMV i NEW MODULATED NOISE FACTOR
MV I CONSTANT FOR NEW MODULATED NOISE
IMAGE I INPUT IMAGE (GIRL AND MASK)
MNO I NEW MODULATED NOISE VALUE
MNPIC I NEW MODULATED NOISE IMAGE
TNPIC I TRUNCATED MODULATED NO I BE VALUE
********************
INTEGER I, J, SEED, LOOP












CREATE A GAUSSIAN FILTER IN
THE PROCESSED FREQUENCY
REGION

































THE ^LUE F ""UENCY.GAUS AREA, and SCALE
DO I 1
, M
DO J 1, N
* (I - (M/2 + D) * (1.o/S)
I
( J - (N/2 + 1)) * (i.o/S)






RANDOM NOISE GENERATING PROCESS t





^^ E V*LUE F 8T<WD*RD NATION ,'
DO I - 1 , M
DO J - 1 , N
CALL RANDOMC SEED, LOOP,MEAN, STDEV .V)
NOISE(I.J) .V
D2N0(I,J) . CMPLX(NOISE(I ,J) ,0.0)
END DO
END DO
FAST COURIER TRANSFORM OF NOISE FIELD FROM SPATIAL DOMAIN TO FREQUENCY *
*
D PROCESS IT IN THE DESIRED GAUS REgVon ,
>
REQUIRED SUBROUTINE . FFT2DB . FOR
Ktuiiw '
CALL F-FT2De(D2N0,512,512,+l)
00 I - 1, M
DO J 1 , N




* BACK TRANSFORM PROCESS OF THE NOISE FIELD FROM FREQUENCr DOMAIN TO *
* TO SPATIAL DOMAIN i *
* REQUIRED SUBROUTINE i FFT2DB.F0R *
********************************************************************************
CALL FFT2DB(CX2D, 512, 512,-1)
* * * * *****?***??**??***** *-** a****************************************************
* COt*-'ERTING PROCESS OF COMPLEX VALUE NOISE ARRAY TO REAL L>ALUE AND *
* CALCULATING THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF GAUSED NOISE ARRAr : *
* * * * a***************** ***** **??**?**?*** ****************?*?*?***********??*****
DO I 1, M
DO J - 1 , N
RENO(I.J) REAL(CX2D(I ,J>)
SUM SUM + (RENOd.J) ** 2.0)
END DO
END DO
NSTD SQRT(SUM / (M*N) )
WRITEC6,*)
'




MODULATE NEW NOISE ARRAY PROCESS I
*








MV " M+J / NSTD
ENTER THE NEW NOISE L>ALUE
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DO I - 1 , M
DO J " 1 , N







* MASK.PIC(R,G, & B)
*





DO I - 1, M
DO J - 1 , N
MNPIC(I.J) IMAGE(I.J) + MNOCI.J)
END DO
END DO
OO I 1 , M
DO J " 1 , N









255.0) TNPICd ,J> - 255.0
0.0) TNPICd ,J) - 0.0
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SUBROUTINE : RANDOM. FOR
************************************************************************+**-*****
* Random Numbir Ganarator Subroutina *
**?*?**?** ****** *****?*??****?******?***?****?*****??*********?*********'
* Th; tubroutint ganarata* random numbar
'




SUBROUTINE RANDOM (SEED, LOOP, MEAN, STDEV, V)
REAL X, Z, SHIFT, MEAN, STDEV
REAL*8 V
INTEGER I, J. K, LOOP. SEED
> 0 .0
V 0 .0
SHIFT LOOP / 2.0
DO I 1 , LOOP
X X + RAN (SEED)
END DO




SUBROUTINE : FFT2DB . FOR
** ********** ************** ********* *******^**<r************.****<r*********
* *
* Program I dan 1 1 f 1 cat i on i FFT2DB.F0R *
+ .
*******************************************************************++**** + *+*--
* This subroutine computes the Fast Fouriar Transform of any 2D image
*
* ForB 1 Forward transform, ForB - -1 Bac* transform *
*******************************************************************************
* Algor i thm t *
* 1. Checkerboard tha input array. ( Raquirad subroutine CHECKER ) *
* 2. Fast Fouriar Transform tha 2D array. Raquirad subroutine* i *
* A. FFT2D ( Make 2D array to ID than transform by rows and bring it
*
* back to 2D) *
* B. TWO_ONED ( Transfer 2D array Into ID arrray) *
* C. FFT ( Computa tha ID FFT) *
* D. ONEJTWOD ( Transfer ID array into 2D array) *
* 3. Transpose the matrix, column to row. ( Required subroutine TRANSPOSE) *
* 4. Fast Fourier Transform the 2D array. *
* 5. Checkerboard the output array. *
* *
* * All required subroutines are included in FFT2DB.F0R subroutine *
**************** * * * *?**************** *******************************<.********
SUBROUTINE FFT2DB (IMAGE, M, N, ForB)
IMPLICIT NONE





CALL CHECKERdMAGE, M, N)
CALL FFT2D( IMAGE, M, N, ForB)
CALL TRANSPOSE (IMAGE, M, N)
CALL FFT2D(IMAGE, M, N, ForB)








SUBROUTINE CHECKERt ARRAY , M, N)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I, J, M, N
REAL CHECK
COMPLEX ARRAY(M.N)
DO I - 1 , M
DO J 1, N


















SUBROUTINE FFT(ARRAY, N, ForB)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER M, N, For8, 1ROW, ITER, NXP2 , N/P . IT MX MXP
INTEGER I, J, K, Jl, J2, Ml, N2, IREM
COMFLE/ ARRAY(N), W, T
REAL WPWP
, ANGLE , PI
PARAMETER (PI - 3.1415926)
ITER - NINT(LOG(REAL(N))/LOG(2.0)) i ITER - L0G(2) OF N
NXP2 N
DO IT l.ITER i TRANSFORM STARTS HERE
NXP - NXP2
NXP2 - NXP / 2
WPWP - PI ? FLOAT(NXP2) i PI / N
DO MX 1 ,NXP2
ANGLE FLOAT(MX-l) * WPWR
W CMPLXC COS( ANGLE) , ForB * -SIN(ANGLE) )
DO MXP NXP,N,NXP
Jl MXP - NXP + MX
J2 Jl + NXP2
T - ARRAY(Jl) ARRAYCJ2)
ARRAY(Jl) APRAY(Jl) + ARRAY(J2)




N2 N / 2
Nl N-l
J - 1
DO 65 I - 1,N1







****************************** ************** * * * * *******************************
* This subroutine transfers the 2D array to ID then computes the FFT and *
* transfer back to 2D ttv *
*********************************
SUBROUTINE FFT2D (ARRAr". M, N, ForEu
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I, J, M, N, ForB
COMPLEX ARRAY(M.N), ONED(512)
DO I 1 , M
CALL TWO_ONED (ARRAY, ONED , M, N, I)
CALL FFT (ONED, N, ForB)






* This subroutine transfers the 2D arrau r0 ID *
*******************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE TWO_ONED (TWOD, ONED , M, N, Ii
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I , J, M, N
COMPLEX ONED(N), TWOD(M.N)
DO J 1 ,N





* This subroutine transfers the ID array to 2D *
*******************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE ONE_TWOD (ONED, TWOD, M, N, I)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I , J, M, N
ARRAYd) T ' EXCHANGE ARRAYC I ) AND ARRAY(J)
55 K N2
60 IF (K .GE. J) GOTO 65
J J - K
K - K / 2
GOTO 60
65 J J + K
IF (ForB .EQ. 1) GOTO 75
DO 70 I * 1 ,N ' Scale forward transform by 1/N






* This subroutine transposes the column
of a matrix into the row.
***??**??**??**??*****?*********************** ***** *********
**************
SUBROUTINE TRANSPOSEC ARRAY . M, N)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER IROW, JCOL , M, N
COMPLEX ARRAYCM.N), TEMP( 512 ,512)
DO IROW - 1, M
DO JCOL 1 , N
TEMPdROW, JCOL)
- ARRAY (JCOL, IROW)
END DO
END DO
DO IROW 1, M










n - This subroutine reads in an image that exists
an unformatted file and converts the byte
* Pi x in
* in i ki uii i i,u i , a w * u ww m v * r \ mi [j
+ image data fo INTEGEP*2 data. This converted data





Image The array containing the image data in
INTEGER*2 format*
*
AAA Aik A A AAAllhrrrrArAiirri rrr AAAAAvvvityf
*






Au thor Carl Saluaggio
Center for Imaging Science
Rochester Institute of Technology
February 27, 19B7
Modified Oecember 9, 1987
























Call Directory ( '.PIC, FilNam, *10 )
Inquire ( File-FilNam,
Exist-Exists )
If ( Exists .eq. .FALSE. )
Then
Write (6,*)
Write (6,*) '*** ERROR













Do I 1 1 312 . az O \
Read (4,R.c-I,Err-800) ( Logic(N),
N - 1, 512 )
Do J - 1, 312
irn^J.^.r^o > >-9.u.j>
- ..,.< i.j> * *
End Oo
End Do





















Pixout - This subroutine writes in an image to
an unformatted file. The routine converts the
1NTEGER*2 data to byte data before writing the file.
a****************************************** *>**>,,*,,*** ******************
Variable Declaration






Center for Imaging Science
Rochester Institute of Technology
February 27, 1987







Write (6,*) 'PIXOUT - Binary image
output'
10 Wr i te (6,100)
100 F0RMAT(/,1X, 'Enter the name of the image file to create',/,





















Do I - 1, 512
Do J - 1 , 512
IF ( ImageC I ,J) . GT . 127)
& ImageC I, J) - ImageC I, J)
- 256
Logic(J) - ImageC I, J)
End Do
Write (4,Rec-I) ( Logic(N), N
- 1, 512 )
End Do
Close ( 4 )
Write (6,*)





Write (6,*) '*** ERROR *** Error
in writing image file
Write (6,*)
' Check filename and free disk
space'











Th' ubrout.n. ,s called to do a directorysearch in order to choose filenames. a typical
calling scenario is as follows.
If the filename provided is a * then the
program will search the default directory for
all files with the supplied extension, Ext. If
the filename contains a
*
then the program will
search for all files matching the wildcard
descr 1 p 1 1 ons .




[-. . . ]*.ext
all legal wildcards will be accepted
If an error is encountered in this program, control
is returned to the main program at the line
specified in the first alternate RETURN position.
The use of the alternate RETURN command is
demonstrated in the example which follows.
If you do not wish to use the alternate RETURN
option, leave this parameter out of the
calling parameter list.
Error conditions ere encountered when no filname
is sent from the main program, when no file
matches er e found, or when a Ctrl-Z is hit during
the directory search. Otherwise, the error condition

















Call Directory ( Ext, FilNam, *10 )
Con 1 1 nue
Variable Declaration
Ext The file extension to be added to an ex tensi
onless"
f i lename
File - This is the returned filename, this is returned
to the main program when the user hit the
<RETURN> key.
* - The alternate RETURN position corresponding









* Author Carl Salvaggio Center for Imaging Science
* Rochester Instsitue of Technology
* December 15, 1987
*
***************************************************************************
Impl l ci t None
Character*4 Ext
Character*80 Search, FilNam, SearchName











Error Condi 1 1 on
Return ( IErr )
End If
If ( FilNam .eq.
'*'
) Then
Call Suffix ( Search, Ext )
SearchName Search
Call Catalog_l < SearchName, FilNam, IErr )
ICat 1
Else
Do I - 1 , 80
If ( FilNam(I:I) .eq.
'*'
) Then





If ( IErr .ne. 1 ) Then
Continue i No Error Condition
Else
Return (IErr) i On Error Condition
End If
If ( ICat .eq. 0 ) Then




Subroutine Catalog_l ( SearchFile, File, IErr )
*
* Catalog_l This program will search the directory of the user
* for a matching file spec and print all matches
* to the screen. This is to be used as a search
* routine in the case that no file name can be
* remembered during the execution of a program.
*
* The following are legal wildcardsi
* * .ex t
* *.ex t j*
* [-. . . J*.ext






* SearchFile - The default file that is to be searched for.
* This can be any filename, including wildcards.
* File This is the returned filename, this is returnee
* to the main program when the user hit the
* <RETURN> key.
* IErr - Is returned as a 0 when directory matches were
* established, or

















* SmgSave_Physi cai_Scr per






******** *????*??**??*????* ************ ********** * * * ************************
*
* Author Carl Saluaggio Center for Imaging Science
* Rochester Institute of Technology
* August 31 , 1987







Character*80 SearchFile, ResultFile, File
Character*80 Blank, F i leBuf f er ( 200 ) , ReturnBuf f er ( 200 )
Character*80 CatStr
Integer*4 Context, Status, Li bFi nd_Fi le , I, J, K, L
Integer*4 Key, KeylD, SavelD
Integer*4 DispID, PastID, IErr
Integer*4 Position









********* Initialize fil* found









I - I + 1
********* If no files have
been found, notify the
user
*
If ( (I ..q. 1)
..nd.
(Status .ne. 65537) )
Then
Write (6,*)



























Call Lib*Find_File_End ( Context )
*
********* Create the virtual display pasteboard
Call LibErase_Page(l ,1 )
Call SmgCreate_PasteBoard( PastID )
If ( d-D/3 .ne. Real ( 1-1 )/3. 0 ) Then
Call SmgCreate_Virtual_Display( (I-D/3+1, 78, DispID,
_. Smg*M Border )
Else
-
Call SmgCreate_Virtual_DisplayC (I-D/3, 78, DispID,




Call SmgErase_Di splay ( Displd )
*
Creata the virutual keyboard
J = 1
Call SmgCreate_Vi r t ual_Keyboar d( KeylD )
********* Write the filenames to the virtual display
Do K 1
, l-i, 3
Call SmgPut_CharsC DispID, Fi leBuf f er < ) , K/3+1 , 2 )
Call SmgPu t_Chars( DispID, Fi leBuf f er ( K +1 ) , K/3+1, 27 )
Call Smg*Put_Chars( DispID, Fi leBuf fer ( K+2) , K/3+1, 52 )
End Do
********* Display the virtual di,splay to the screen
*
Call Smg*Paste_Vi rtual_Di splay C DispID, PastID, 2, 2 )
*




Call StrtTrim ( DestStr, Fi leBuf fer ( 1 ) , Length )
If ( Length .gt. 24 ) Length 24
Call Smg*Change_Rendi t l on( Displd, Row+1 , Col*25+2, 1, Length,
* Smg*M_Rever se )
Call SmgSet_Cursor_Abs( Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2 )
20 Con 1 1 nue
Call Smg*Read_KeyStroke( Keyld, Key )
If ( Key .eq. 274 ) Then
'' Up Arrow
Call SmgChange_Rendi tion( Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2,
* 1, Length, 0 )
If ( Row .gt . 0 ) Then
Row - Row - 1
Else
Row - d-D/3
J - Row * 3 + Col + 1
If ( J .gt . 1-1 ) Row
- Row 1
End If
J - Row * 3 + Col + 1
Call StrtTrim ( DestStr, Fi leBuf fer (J) , Length )
If ( Length .gt. 24 ) Length
- 24
Call SmgChange_Rendi tion( Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2,
* 1, Length, Smg*M_Rever se )
Call SmgSet_Curor_Ab( Displd, Row+1,
Col*25+2 )
Elself ( Key . eq . 275 ) Then
'! Down Arrow
Call Smg*Change_Rendi tionC Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2,
* 1 , Length, 0 )
If ( Row .It. (I-D/3 ) Then
Row - Row + 1
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J Row * 3 + Col + 1




J Row * 3 + Col + 1
Call StrtTrim ( DestStr, F, l.Buf f er ( J) , Length )
If ( Length
.gt . 24 ) Length - 24
Call SmgChange_Rendit.on( Displc, Row+1, Col*25+2,
r-n e.c-. r- * Length, SmgtM Reverse )Call SmgSet_Cursor_Abs( Displd, Row+1, Co 1*25+2 7
Elself ( Key .eq. 277 ) Then






I r i r i
1 > Length , 0 )If ( Col .eq. 0 ) Then
Col - 1
J * Row * 3 + Col + 1
If ( J .gt. 1-1 ) Col = 0
Elself ( Col .eq. 1 ) Then
Col = 2
J = Row * 3 + Sol + 1




J Row * 3 + Col + 1
Call StrtTrim ( DestStr, Fi leBuf f er ( J) , Length )
If ( Length .gt. 24 ) Length - 24
Call SmgtChange_Rendi t ion( Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2,
1, Length, SmgM_Rever se )
Call SmgtSet_Cursor_Abs( Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2 )
Elself ( Key . eq . 276 ) Then m < &TT0U
Call SmgtChange_Rendi t lonC Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2,
*
1 , Length, 0 )
If C Col .eq. 2 ) Then
Col 1




J Row * 3 + Col + 1
If ( J .gt. 1-1 ) Col - 1
J - Row * 3 + Col + 1
If C J .gt . 1-1 ) Col - 0
End If
J Row * 3 + Col + 1
Call StrtTrim ( DestStr, Fi leBuf f er ( J) , Length )
If ( Length .gt. 24 ) Length 24
Call Smg*Change_Rendi t ionf Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2,
* 1, Length, SmgtM_Rever se )
Call SmgtSet_Cursor_Abs( Displd, Row+1, Col*25+2 )
Elself ( Key .eq. 26 ) Then n <Ctrl> Z
Call SmgtDelete_Virtual_Di splay ( Displd )




Elself ( Key .eq. 13 ) Then
'' Return Key
J - Row * 3 + Col + 1
File - ReturnBuf f er t J>
GoTo 900
Elself ( Key .eq. 112 .or. Key .eq. 118
" P or V Key
* .or. Key .eq. 70 .or. Key .eq. 80 ) Then
J - Row * 3 + Col + 1
Position - Indexf Re turnBuf f er ( J) ,
' \'
)
Inquire C Fi le=Re turnBuf fer ( J) , Direct=Dir )
If C Oir .ne.
'YES'
.and.
* ReturnBuf fer( J) (Posi tion-4iPosi tion-1) .ne.
'.OBJ'
.and.
* ReturnBuf fer( J) (Post t ion-4iPosi t ion-1) .ne.
'.DIR'
) Then
Call SmgtSaue_Physical_Screen( Pastld, Saveld )
CatStr(l:5) = 'Type
'
CatStr(6:80) Re turnBuf fer C J)
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Call LibtSpawn ( CatStr ,


















********* Return to the calling program
900 Write (6,*)















program strips the prefix of the filename
to display in the choice option window
FileName, StripNeme
Do I =80, 1, -1
If ( FileNamedil) . eq .
']'
) Then






******** ****** * * * ***?*?*** * * * * *???***?*?*******??*?**??**??************
*
* Help
- Provides a help utility when the
"H"
key is hit while
* the file choice window is displayed.
*
************************ *****????????**??*???***?*?*******??*?*** * * ******


























P or V Preview the file currently

















Subroutine Suffix < FileName, Ext )
*********** *************
*
* Suffix - Add* the supplied file extension to the sent




Do 1 - 80, 1 , -1
If ( FileName( I : I ) .ne.
' '
) Then
If ( FileNamer 1-3: 1-3) .ne.
'.'
) Then












Rank : 1. unusable, 2. poor, 3. unsatisfactory, 4. acceptable



















SIGNATURE : / DATE : / /_
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APPENDIX - TTI
AVERAGE RATING DATA OF THREE SPATIAL FREQUENCY REGIONS
WITH DIFFERENT LEVEL OF NOISE
p. Ill III -i LOW SPATIAL FREQUENCY
p. 112 III - ii MEDIUM SPATIAL FREQUENCY
p. 113 III - iii HIGH SPATIAL FREQUENCY
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Appendix III - i Low Spatial Frequency Rating
_l_
-Rating
1.0 2. 0 3.0 4.0 5. 0 6.0





JL ' Rat ing
3.0 4.0 5. 0 6.0






1 ' ' Rat ing







Noise Std. Dev. 10.0
(Each point represents 7 points.)
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Appendix III - ii Medium Spatial Frequency Rating
J_ J_ _L 15 1 i Ra t ing
1.0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0 5.0 6.0
Noise Std. Dev. 2.0 (Each point represents 3 points.)
1. 0
Noise Std.
J - 1 - 1-5 1 ' Ra t ing
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0












3.0 4.0 5.0 6. 0
-Rating




Appendix III - iii High Spatial Frequency Rating
_L
-Rating
1.0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0 5. 0 6. 0
Noi3e Std. Dev. 2.0 (Each point represents 4 points.)
_L J_ _L J
Rating
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
Noi3e Std. Dev. 3.0 (Each point represents 3 points.)
_L
- 7J~I Rating
1.0 2.0 3. 0 4.0 5.0 6. 0





Noi3e Std. Dev. 10.0
(Each point represents 3 points.)
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APPENDIX - IV
CUMULATIVE PROPORTIONS VS. SHIFTED BOUNDARY VALUES PLOTS
each plot contains three spatial frequency regions at the
same
standard deviation of noise level
-
p. 115 IV - i GIRL IMAGE std. dev. 2.0
p. 116 IV - ii GIRL IMAGE std. dev. 3.0
117 IV - iii GIRL IMAGE std. dev. 6.0
118 IV
- iv GIRL IMAGE std. dev. 10.0
119 IV
-
v MASK IMAGE std. dev. 2.0
120 IV
-
vi MASK IMAGE std. dev. 3.0
121 IV
-
vii MASK IMAGE std. dev. 6.0
122 IV
-






















2.47! .055 0.029 I .24 7
SHIFTED BOUNDARIES
2 .366 3.50 I
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Appendix IV-iii Girl Image Std. Dev. 6
GL6 = -1.70
GM6 0.34




-zr-_r_i :. : : - :~t r
] -
GH6
2.478 -1.055 0 .029 1 . 247
SHIFTED BOUNDARIES
2 . 366 3 . 50 I
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GL 10 GM 10 GH 10
-2.478 1.055 0 .029 1.247
SHIFTED BOUNDARIES
2 . 366 3. 50 1
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Appendix IV-v Mask Image Std. Dev. 2.0










0.029 1 . 247
SHIFTED BOUNDARIES
2 . 366 3.501
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Appendix IV-vi Mask Image Std. Dev. 3.0
ML3 = -0.13
MM3 = 1.06











055 0.029 1 .'247 2 . !i 6 6 3 . 5*0 1
SHIFTED BOUNDARIES
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Appendix IV-vii Mask Image Std. Dev. 6
MLIO -3.58
MM 1 0 = -1.01




Appendix IV-viii Mask Image Std. Dev. 10
ML 6 -1.56
MM6 = 0.20
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